Summer is Moving Rapidly to the Fall!
Pittsburgh was a fantastic conference with 4 technical sessions
Details in the Fall 2008 Newsbriefs.

The Future

CIEC 2009 is ramping up 2/4-6/2009
Orlando will be wonderful in February. Put CIEC on your
calendar immediately AND make those plane reservations!

2009 National ASEE Conference in Austin, Texas
June 1 – 17, 2009
Maureen Barcic, Program Chair, will need your abstracts
starting Spt. 8th, 2008. Submit early and submit lots. This
year ALL ASEE divisions are publish to present, so you will
need to produce an acceptable paper to be able to present.

Co-op Student of the year applications are on line and ready for
you to fill out and submit— DO NOT WAIT!!
http://www.profpractice.gatech.edu/ced/

Alvah K. Borman Award Nominations
Freund Award
Fellows of ASEE
are awaiting your nominations and suggestions. Contact Tom
Akins for details. tom.akins@profpractice.gatech.edu

We are looking for information on your programs, promotions, new hires, and anything of interest to the Co-op, Internship, and Experiential Learning community. Send those tidbits of fantastic information to Craig Gunn
gunn@egr.msu.edu. Let’s fill the Fall 2008 issue of Newsbriefs with your contributions!!!

HAVE A GREAT END TO THE SUMMER!